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From: Sam Brewer <sam.b@frasercg.com>
Sent: Thursday, October 28, 2021 11:40 AM
To: Antoinette McVeigh <amcveigh@town.fraser.co.us>
Subject: Post-Planning-Commission follow-up from Christina Tennican received via my LinkedIn
account

Antoinette,
I received this correspondence from Christina Tennican via my LinkedIn messaging after the
10/27 Planning Commission meeting. Just providing the exchange in the interest of
maintaining openness.
~ Sam
------------ BEGIN Message thread via LinkedIn -----------Christina Tennican
out of network · 3rd+
Senior Director, Global HR Operations at PayPal
Wednesday Christina Tennican sent the following message 10/27/2021 at 9:10 PM
Christina Tennican 9:10 PM

Winter Park Meeting
Sam, I tried to get off mute during the final decision of today’s 10/27 meeting, but was
unable to do so. I’m not sure it people voting understood the specifics of what you were
requesting for the vote related to including the recommendation to include the note of

denial or not. While it was clear that all members wanted to push to Board your point
was not clear for the actual vote (my opinion). I’ll figure out how to also send that
directly to Fraser council but wanted to make sure it was noted with person that made
recommendation. Thanks, Christina Tennican (Homeowner in grand park)
Samuel Brewer sent the following message 10/27/2021 at 10:52 PM
Hello Christina, First off, thank you for attending tonight's Planning Commission
meeting. It is always gratifying to have interested residents attend, and your time
listening and participating is both important and much appreciated! I think the reason
you were unable to get off mute was that after public comments are closed Antoinette
disables the remote unmute for non-Commission members. The structure of the
meeting is sort of rigid that way for legal reasons, in that participation by the Public is
only allowed during specific times in the meeting. Having said that, I do appreciate
that you understood what I was trying to communicate to the rest of the Planning
Commission.   My opinion that the Resolution needed to include a recommended action
(Deny, in this case) was apparently not shared by the rest of the Planning Commission
and thus the vote result as you observed. I hope that you are able to attend future
Planning Commission and Town Board meetings! Participation by concerned residents
on the issues that come before the Town is absolutely necessary to insure all views are
presented. Thank you again for being part of tonight's meeting, and I hope to see you
at future meetings! Best regards, Sam Brewer
Today Christina Tennican sent the following message 10/28/2021 at 4:50 AM
Christina Tennican 4:50 AM
Thanks for the quick reply, Sam. That makes sense. I appreciated what you were
proposing, even if not approved. Have a great day! Christina
------------ END Message thread via LinkedIn ------------
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From: Philip Vandernail <pvandernail@town.fraser.co.us>
Sent: Monday, November 1, 2021 11:30 AM
To: Antoinette McVeigh <amcveigh@town.fraser.co.us>
Subject: Fw: 204 Units ?

Here's an email I believe is for public comment for the willows, he didn't cc you so I'm
forwarding.
Thanks,
Philip Vandernail
Mayor
Town of Fraser
75487 U.S. Highway 40, P.O. Box 89
Fraser. CO. 80442
www.frasercolorado.com
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From: Mark Wanning <mwanning@outlook.com>
Sent: Monday, November 1, 2021 8:32 AM
To: Philip Vandernail <pvandernail@town.fraser.co.us>
Subject: 204 Units ?
I wish you were more concerned about the community than you are about hurting Clark’s feelings.
After that humiliating day in court where you admitted you didn’t do justice to your constituents, I’m
actually surprised you haven’t stepped down from office yet. It appears you could get a job fairly
easily.
Could you just one time do the right thing and not the Clark thing?
I, and more than 2 or 3, disagree with Clark and his non stop developing. I have only been in Fraser
3 years but still don’t understand how you are still in office. I have never heard any thing good you
have done for us- for Clark, you can’t seem to do enough.
I hope you reconsider the 204 units; they are not the best thing for the meadow. Though the
Meadow, (which I pay an annual fee to use now I can only watch it fill up with houses and cows)
seems beyond repair. There is no Meadow any more only cows, houses, and cow poop.
Do the right thing for once. Put a stop to his unstoppable thirst.
Mark Wanning
Cozens Pointe Cir
Fraser
Sent from my iPhone

